Cars open for the Pope, but no Thrills

From a musical standpoint, the Cars proved that they were just as good live as they were in the studio. Elliot Easton's lead guitar work was phenomenal, often carrying the rest of the band through the lighter material. The keyboard contributions of Greg Hawkes became much more evident on stage, where one could hear that he was more than background filler. The most surprising aspect of the performance was the vocal work; Ocasek and Orr's lead vocals were clear and powerful, and Easton and Hawkes' harmonies never missed the mark.

The performance would have been brilliant - if the sound system had been adjusted properly. The sound through most of the set was much too bass heavy, and the attempts to provide more response in the upper registers resulted in distortion. Wednesday night Elliot Easton, while guesting on WBCN, apologised profusely about the poor sound quality, explaining that the PA system used was for a large arena rather than a theatre; but it was too late to obtain the adequate equipment. For most of the wasted songs this apology was unnecessary, since they probably thought the sound was fine. For those of us in an altered state the concert was at best marred, and I hope the Cars will get the chance to vindicate themselves.

- David Shaw

TO START RECORDING
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS
JUST SAY THE WORD.

Pearlcorder D120. The only Microcassette recorder that turns on and off at the sound of your voice.

The add-on voice actuator module does it all. And for your listening pleasure, AM and FM radio modules can be added.

It records up to 2 hours and has capstan drive, 2-speed operation, a coreless motor, ferrite tape head, electret condenser microphone, and a wide frequency range up to 7000 Hz, making it ideal for all recording.

There are over a dozen optional accessories, so you can record off your TV, telephone, or another tape recorder. You can even play it through your hi-fi system for bold, rich sound.

Try the D120 model in our store, You'll find the Pearlcorder's most convincing advertisement is by word-of-mouth.

Prices start at $299.95

Pearlcorder D120
BY OLYMPUS OPTICAL CO., LTD.

TWO DISCO "JAM" MODES

Phased stereo, FM radio, AM radio, UPOLAR, UPOLAR, UPOLAR, Microcassette, M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER
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